“Chip Master” Model CD-45
n

22 gallon chip capacity is ideally suited
for taquerias, back bars and restaurants.

n

Simple to use, just load chips in the top
and serve from the bottom.

n

Stainless steel construction inside and out
makes cleaning easy.

n

Thermostatic temperature control reduces
operating costs.

n

Customer satisfaction guaranteed.

n

The first choice of operators who
understand value and durability.

The lower access door opens to form a shelf,
easing the serving of chips into baskets and
reducing breakage.

Serving cabinet shown
with .220” thick
clear Lexan loading
doors. Optional
.250” thick anodized
aluminum loading
doors available at a
small cost.

The convection style thermostatically
controlled heating system maintains
constant temperatures by moving heated
air throughout the interior.
Rugged quality construction with high
density insulation means years of trouble
free service low operating costs.
The entire front door assembly swings
open for cleaning. Just unsnap the
latches, remove the perforated interior
bottom panel and wipe down the interior
surfaces. Daily cleaning ensures fresh
chips every day.

Serving satisfied customers since 1989. Simply better than the rest.
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Option: .250 thick anodized aluminum loading doors.
The entire front door assembly swings open for cleaning.
A removable perforated interior bottom panel is easily removed to make cleaning an easy task.

The “Chip Master” CD-45 has

Warranty:

double pan access door that opens
to form a shelf, easing the loading
of chips and reducing breakage or
spills. A special interior baffle
directs the flow of chips from the
rear to the front ensuring the chips
you serve will always be in peak
condition.
The dispenser is equipped with a
60-250 d thermostat and a high
temperature limit control to prevent
overheating, ensuring consistent
temperatures.

Texican Specialty Products,
hereinafter referred to as the seller,
warrants equipment manufactured
by it to be free from defects in
materials and workmanship for
which it is responsible. Seller will
be responsible for all labor 90 days
after date of original installation
and one full year for parts. The
seller, however, will not be
responsible for customer abuse,
physical damage or misuse of the
equipment.
Repairs will generally be
performed by approved/authorized
service agencies.

Electrical service:
120/60/1 7.0 amps
8’- 0” cord and plug.
Crated weight: 75 lbs.

Specialty Products, Inc.
10900 Brittmoore Pk. Dr.
Houston, TX 77041
713.896.9924
Fax: 713.896.9925

